
FAIR REDISTRICTING & FAIR MAPS FOR NEW JERSEY! 

"NO" TO SCR43/SCR152 & ACR60/ACR205 
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Dear New Jersey Legislator, 

We, the undersigned organizations, share many concerns about SCR43/SCR152 and ACR60/ACR205. We urge you 
to stand up for democracy and for the people of New Jersey and vote “no” on these proposals that would lay the 
foundation for the extreme gerrymandering of New Jersey’s 40 legislative districts. The manipulation of district 
boundary lines to favor one political party over another has no place in our State Constitution. New Jersey voters 
deserve a fair process and fair maps. 

Gerrymandering dilutes the voices of voters, harms communities of color, breaks up communities of interest, and 
undermines confidence in the political process. At a time when most states are moving forward and making their 
redistricting processes more transparent and representative, please don’t allow New Jersey to move backwards. 

Redistricting is how political power is redistributed in our state. When legislative districts are re-drawn after the 
Census, new maps should reflect New Jersey’s demographic shifts and diversity, and ensure everyone is equally 
and fairly represented. They should not reflect past voter preferences or speculate on future election outcomes. 
The process dictated by the proposed Constitutional amendment - namely requiring redistricting commissioners 
to consider partisan data, past election results and complicated calculations when drawing new maps - is nothing 
more than an attempt by one party to more effectively distribute its votes across the state so as to solidify its 
power base. This is undemocratic, and it’s not how we achieve “fair” new maps. 

Improvements to the legislative redistricting process in New Jersey are needed. Increasing public input, 
transparency, and participation in redistricting would encourage civic engagement and strengthen our democracy. 
Voters in other states have approved ballot measures to improve redistricting by prioritizing public input and 
introducing ranked-order line-drawing criteria to ensure final maps are fair, responsive and reflective of their 
states’ populations. Some states are also taking the line-drawing power away from politicians. New Jersey’s 
SCR43/SCR152 and ACR60/ACR205 would do none of the above. 

When voters go to the polls, they should have trust and confidence in the electoral system. They should not feel 
as though their votes are wasted because their district lines have been manipulated by party politics. Redistricting 
is one of the fundamental components of our democracy, and we ask that you protect it by voting “no” on 
SCR43/SCR152 and ACR60/ACR205. 
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